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Tuesday, October 20, 1981

Specialized Studies
Beats Liberal Arts
In Class Selections
Desiree Thalley

BIIIWechiCI

A curry chicken and rice lunch was prepared and served by Poonam Dhawan(left) and Vidya Thakur of
the Indo-American Association yesterday at the International Center. The Center offers an International Lunch every Monday between 11:30 and 1:30. Next Monday will be Japanese food.

KUNM Struggles To Get Manager.
Mindy Schwab

"Who will be the next station
manager at KUNM radio?"
This question scratches the
surface of an issue tht has been
building for more than a year at
UNM and is still causing turmoil.
Last September, Paul Mansfield
resigned as KUNM's station
manager after his controversial
dismissal of a volunteer disc jockey
at the station. At that time, the
university asked Barton Bond to
serve as interim station manager, a
position he continues to fill.
Since that time, there has been a
"realignment of the management
structure" of the radio station, Jon
Cooper, director of broadcasting
for the university and KNME-TV's
station manager, said. The reason,
he said, was to settle the big issue of
"where does the station fit into the
overalf university structure?''
KUNM is a National Public
Radio station, and as such has a

great responsibility to the public,
Oliver Stone, the station's chief
announcer, said.
"We have a duty to the community," Stone said, and he said he
feels that the universtiy has closed
the doors to much of the community involvement in the station.
Tbe university, however, sought
to s~ttle the "administrative flow"
of the station, Cooper said.
"There is some notion that the
university took the station over,''
he said. "Station operation is based
on a license, which happens to
belong to the Board of Regents.''
This spring, the Regents set a list
of goals for the station, establis))ed
lines of authority and replaced the
old Radio Board with the
University Radio Committee to see
that the goals are maintained,
Cooper said. In the process,. the
Regents created a new position in
the hierarchy, that of director of
broadcasting. KUNM and KNME
management both report to the

Sudden Infant Death
Research Update Topic
One of the nation's leading
authorities on sudden infant death
syndrome
will
speak
in
Albuquerque Wednesday on
controversies surrounding this
mysterious disease that kills one out
of every 3.50 babies.
Dr. Richard Naeye, cllairman of
the pathology department at the
Pennsylvania State .. University
College of Medicine, will speak at a
research update symposium at the
Hilton Inn sponsored by the. New
Mexico SIDS project in the~ Office
of the Medical Investigator.
Other speakers will include· Dr.
James Weston, state medical investigator; Dr. Leland Fan, director
of the pediatric· intensive care unit
at the University of New Mexico
Hospitai/BCMC; Dr. Arlene
Fraikor, a geneticist from
children's Hospital in Denver; and
Beverly C. White, R.N., director of
the New Mexico SIDS project.
Sometimes known as crib death,

SIDS has attracted wide attention
in recent years, .resulting in a steady
stream of articles about possible
cau~s.

Naeye has charactelized some of
the ideas in such articles as nonsense, and said he intends to present
ways health professionals and other
readers can test the validity of such
publications.
In his own research, Naeye has
concluded that infants I.cilled by
SIDS show a persistent pattern of
abnormalities, rttosdy associated
with the biological systems that
control breathing.
Naeye has published 182
scientific research papers, is a
member of 13 scientific and medical
societies, and serves as a consultant
to the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, the American Heart
Association and the Committee on
International nutrition. He is also.
on the editorial board of the
American Journal of Pathology.

director, who is Cooper.
Stone said the Regents "slid"
Cooper into the position and that
"there are questioning feelings
about it."
"I don't necessarily think it's
bad," Stone said, "But it's sneaky.
They didn't mention it. There's a
resentment here that they didn't
mention it."
The institution of the URC has
also caused some friction, Stone
said.
continued on. page 5

Despite an increasing awareness
by business and government of the
value of a broad, liberal education,
most students today continue to
pursue specialized, vocationoriented undergraduate studies,
Dean F. Chris Garcia of the College
of Arts and Sciences said.
Garcia said many employers are
finding that college graduates with
a general education are especially
valuable in high-level management
positions because they have better
analytic,
communication
and
problem-solving skills.
A general or liberal education is
based on the study of the
humanities, the social sciences, the
physical sciences and mathematics,
Associate Dean Julian White of the
College of Arts and Sciences said.
White said a recent study of the
Bell System conducted by American
Telephone and Telegraph showed
that 44 percent of the upper-level
management positions were held by
college graduates with a liberal
education.
Thirty-seven percent of the
positions were held by managers
who had majored in business, while
13 percent of the managers had
engineering backgrounds, White
said.
Garcia said undergraduate
education has been through two
major trends since the late 1960s.
He said education in the '60s

reflected a social mood that was
more progressive and experimental.
"The economy was healthier
then," Garcia said,
Students were more concerned
with societal and political issues
than job::: or their personal
futures."
Garcia said the most popular
majors then were political science,
the humanities (comprising
literatue, history and philosophy)
and the arts.
During the '70s, as unemployment, underemployment and
inflation became worse, students
began to pursue more vocationoriented bachelor's degrees that
were likely lead to a job right after
graduation, Garcia said.
The preference in major studies
shifted to the physical sciences,
engineering and business, he said.
Other areas of study suffered,
especially the humanitites and
foreign languages, Garcia said.
White said he feels many students
don't realize that a liberal
education can be a practical
background for a future career.
"Students are still in the
vocational mentality,'' White said.
"Many employers are finding
that students with a specialized
educational background are very
good in their specialized fields, but
they're not very adaptable," he
said.
White said many companies find
continued on page 3

Debate Teatn Awaits Cotnpetition
I~ Varied Public Speaking Events
Steve Sandoval
Contrary to what many people
believe, debate is not just people
arguing among each other. It is
much more.
The UNM Debate Team is
preparing for their first speech
tournament Thursday through
Saturday at Colorado College.
This year's topic for all college
debate teams is whether the federal
government should significantly
curtail the power of labor unions in
the United States.
The
American
Forensics
Association, a panel of forensics
experts from throughout the
country, chose the topidn July.
Forensics is the study and
development of speaking skills and
speaking events, and encompasses
debate and many tyPes of individual speaking events.
Such events include persuasive
speaking, impromptu and after
dinner speaking, which is a type of
humorous entertaining speaking,
Other individual events are ex~
temporaneous and informative
speaking, and prose and poetry
interpretation among others.
·
Mary Beth Bohley, assistant
director of forensics and a speech
comunication
instructor,
said
debate gives students an intense and
in-depth education into one subject. .. There are so many

ramifications in one issue that can't
be covered or taught in a whole
year's time."
Bohley works with debate
students helping them to prepare
their case, and she also critiques
individuals in their individual
speaking events.
"If the third point they raise
contradicts the first point, I tell
them it's breaking down- their
case;'' Bohley said. "I really get
into the topic, too."
~<J don't think people realize how
much time goes into debate,"
Denise Maes, a junior business
major and debate team member
said.
Maes, the forensics union
president, said she has debated for
.six years. ••t competed in high
school and I liked it,'' she said.
Jerr Moehn, a freshman computet science major, said he too

started in high school. ''I went to
one debate tournament and l was
fascinated with them tearing .each
other's ideas apart," he said.
The UNM debate team is
composed of six groups of two
individuals each who make up one
team.
There are also two different
divisions in debate. Senior debate is
restricted to individuals who have
debated in college for two years,
while junior debate is for first and
second year debate students.
There are also two types of
debate, One is policy debating,
which involves debating researchable, factual issues, and value
debating, which deals with more
philosophical, abstract issues.
Bohley said debate gives a person
a better understanding of an issue.
''Debate makes you a critical
continued on page 5

Senate 1o Revieu~ Sabbatical'l
A special meeting of the University of New Mexico Faculty Senate
will be held today in Kiva Auditorium at 3:30p.m.
The special meeting is being held to consider the possible abolishment next month of three-year sabbaticals by the UNM Board of
f{egents, Senate President Richard Williams said.
All interested faculty members are invited to attend.
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Costumes Featured in Style Show

biUnited Press International

Gretchen Paslay

Nobel Laureates Announced
STOCKHOLM, Sweden Three Americans, a Swede and a
Japanese won the 1981 Nobel prizes
in physics and chemistry Monday
for laser research in atomic bombs,
expanding Einstein's radiation
theories
and
formulating
"grammar-like" rules for drug
development.
The awards were the final 1981
Nobel prizes
each worth
$180,000 - and again dominated
by the Americans, who had six
laureates this year. Forty-five
Americans have won the prizes
since their inception in 190).
Prof. Nicolaas Bloembergen, a
Dutch-born naturalized American,
and Stan ford U ni versily professor
Arthur Schawlow, 60, shared the
physics prize for developing laser
spectroscopy. Their discoveries
include a method for enriching the
uranium used in atomic bombs.

process called optical commt:nication.
Polish-born American Roald
Hoffmann, 44, of Cornell
University, shared the chemistry
prize with Japanese professor
Kenichi Fukui of' Kyoto University
for research with high-speed
computers that helps predict the
results of synthesizing new chemical
compounds,
Hoffmann apd Fukui had aided
chemists in preparing commercial
drugs and making certain biological
studies, the Royal Academy said,
Working separately, the two
professors had developed guidelines

Stock Market Report

for chemists like ''n.tlesingrammar
that put together sentences," an
academy spokesman said.

NEW YORK (UP!) -Stocks
sagged Monday after investors
heard news during the weekend
that President Reagan thinks the
nation is in a "light" recession
and the nation's money supply
was rising.

The 1981 Nobel awards saw
American James Tobin of Yale
University win in economic
sciences, and two Americans,
Roger Sperry and David Hubel,
split the medicine award with a
U.S.-based Swede, Torsten Wiesel.
The Peace Prize went to the
Office· of the U.N. High Commission for Refugees and a retiring,
76-year-old Bulgarian Jew, Elias
Canetti, won in literature for worKs
in German exploring fascism and
war.

Trading was slow as investors
weighed the Reagan recession
pronouncement against those of
experts who contend there is no
clear picture of the economy's
condition or destination.
Further, some traders were
disturbed that the Federal
Reserve's report late Friday of a
$5.6 billion surge in the nation's
money supply might thwart a
recent declining trend in interest
rates.

model 462 dual-action cycler made
between August 1976 and July
1980.
"No exercise bikes other than
Beacon's Scandia model462 or the
Sears model 2930 are involved in
the recall," the agency said.
1f owners fail to follow assembly
instructions and neglect to secure
the seal with a bolt and nut supplied
with the bike, the plastic seat may
be punctured by the seat post, the
agency said.
Beacon has set up a special line
for inquiries for collect calls at
(213) 683-9288,

The New
York Stock
Exchange index lost 0.11 to
69.02 and the price of an average

The Center for Science in the
Public Interest asked the Food and
Drug Administration to possibly
ban
the
substance
phenylpropanolamine or PPA.

M

WE STAAT WITH THE BEST

N

o canned or frozen soups here. Every
day we start fresh With meats, vegetables
and delicious seasonings; simmer them
to perfection the old fashioned way and serve
them plplng hot.

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE?
angy Clam Chowder, smooth Cream of
C.·hicken, mellow Split Pea, spicy Mines·
trone, zesty French Onion, hearty Beef,
we could go on ... whatever your favorite Is,
you're sure to find ~ here at the Soup
Shoppe. Who know.s, you may
even find a new one.

T

T
I

HE CA~ING LINE: Three entrees cooked
fresh dally, served w~h potatoes and
gravy, roll and butter and your choice of
vegetable_

CE CREAM SHOPPE: Famous Ice cream (1 0
favorite flavors of cones, shakes and malts)
at lnfavously low prices.

OU. NTF\Y STO.RE: Fruit,
nuts, natural snacks,
yogurt, homemade
sandwiches and cookies.
HE WHEEL.: F.iSh, .Chick·
en and Burger Baskets,
home baked sweet
rolls, pastries and desserts.

Chemistry Award Winners Lauded

Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges and over the counter at
4 p.m. totaled 46.5 million
shares, compared with 42.71
million traded Friday.

The University of New Mexico
has announced that 14 chemistry
students have received prizes and
awards this year on the basis of
academic excellence.
Among the seniors, Jane Agnew
and Andrew Meikle will share the
Charles LeRoy Gibson Memorial
Award; Vilija N. Avizonis and
Norman Graf are recipients of the
Mike Millican Memori.al Awards;
and Gary J. Snyder and Michael
Toubbeh will receive the Ann Kahn
Memorial Prize.
Among the juniors, Patrick
Norris, Brad Baack and Louis
Cannizzo will share both the Paul

On
the
Amcx,
Dome
Petroleum was the most active
Amex issue, off l/4 to 107/8.

The group also petitioned the
Federal Trade Commission asking
that agency to halt allegedly
misleading advertising for one
popular product, Dietac, which
contains the ingredient.

The FDA said it has had PPA
under review for some time as part
of its study of all over-the-counter
drug ingredients.
PPA is a nasal decongestant and
appetite suppressant. 1t is found in
such products as Appedrine,
Control,
Dexatrim,
Dietac,
Ordinex and Prolamine, the center
said.
The center said PPA does not
belong in the non-prescription diet
drugs because it is "minimally
effective as a diet aid and potentially dangerous. -The risks arise
from the drug's ability to stimulate
the brain and cause large increases
in blood pressure."

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I'

continued from page 1
employees with a liberal arts
background
to
be
more
"teachable."
Such employees are generally
able to learn whatever they need to
know about a company within six
months, he said.
''This doesn't mean students who
are pursuing a specialized course of
studies should change their major,"
White said.
"It docs mean they should
probably get more insiruction in
other areas to balance themselves
out educationally," he said.
Garcia said the one area of a
liberal education that has suffered
more than any other is the study of
foreign languages.
He said the enrollment in foreign

However, he said he believes that
trend will turn around soon,
reflecting a great need by business
and government for people
proficient in more than one
language.
"The world is becoming smaller
and more interdependent," Garcia
said.

Fellowships and grants are now
available to students and faculty
wishing to do field research in Latin
America and the Carribean.
About
20
Inter-American
Foundation Masters Fellowships
arc available to master's degree
students.
Transportation
is
provided and stipends average

~LAD BAR: Create your own masterpiece
_.)from our very large array of fresh greens,
vegies, sprouts, toppings and dressings.

265-5986
2216 Central SE

-----------------------

C

ASA DEL SOL: Simply
the best Mexican
food In town. Auth·
entlc tlavor, great variety
and low prices.

WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE

W

for you Qnd Q ftl•nd from YALE BLOOD PLASmA. During th•
month of Octob•r, n•w Qnd r•guiQt donora Qlfk• will b•
r•glst•r•d for th• drQwlng eQch tim• you donat• twlc•ln th•
SQm• w••kl em-F)

here else can you find
all this under one
roof? Only at the
SideWalk Cafe, the most unique
restaurant In Albuquerque. The best food,
the best selection, the best pr1ces.

Fruit Blintzes

$1.49
(regular price $2.49)

.\

One per customer.
Coupon expires 10·23-81
Offer good while supplies lasl.

This coupon Is good fot J3.00 Qnd Q chQnc•
In the cltQwlng fol first tim• donors.
Th• LUCKY WINNER will b• Qnnounc•d Fri. Oct. 30
VQIJd only with cuu•nt stud•nt or mllltQryi.D.
Explr•s Oct. 29, 1981

GOOD!

I

.

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE SE

l---~-------------------------~

J

'

'

i
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.

The Posh, across from UNM

~·

~-J

.'

People at the meetings will elect a
ward chairman, precinct chairmen
and committee members to attend
the Cq\inty Democratic Convention, Kennedy says.
Information on ward boundaries
can be obtained by calling247-4116
or 243-9571.

Still unsure about
grad school?

Cherry
Apple

Strawberry
Blueberry

wish to attend a meeting must be
registered to vote in the ward of the
meeting they wish to attend.

Political Science,
Sociology,
Criminology,
and other·
Liberal Arts Majors

Blintz Special

MELETIESHOPPE:
5uper omelettes,
combination break·
fasts and breakfast
sandWiches.

Transportation is provided and
stipends vary according to country.
Deadlines are Nov. I for fall
Applications are due Nov. 20,
selection and March I for spring but require earlier processing.
selection.
Information and applications for
Ful bright-Hayes-Faculty these and other grants and
Research Abroad and Doctoral fellowships are available from
Programs,
1717
Dissertation
Research
Abroad International
grants are available to faculty Roma NE or the Latin American
members and graduate students. Institute, 80 l Yale NE.

about $500 per month.

Ward meetings to elect delegates
Ward 11a; Jefferson Middle
to the Oct. 27 Bernallilo County School, Girard and Lomas
Democratic Convention will be held boulevards N.E.
tonight, Richard Kennedy, the
Ward II b; 320 Roma Blvd. N.E.
party's state executive director says.
Ward !Sa; Ironworkers Local
Union
Hall, 202 Harvard Dr. S.E.
All the meetings are scheduled to
Ward
l8b;
Albuquerque
"I think it's a matter of time start at 7:30 p.m. but those at•
before we see more students in· tending should show up about 7 National .Bank Hospitality Room,
4401 Central Ave. N.E.
terested in foreign languages," he p.m. to sign in, Kennedy says.
Ward 22a; Moot Court Room,
said.
The locations of the meetings 'for UNM Law School.
·
White said the federal governwards
in
the
university
area
are:
Kennedy
said
that
people
who
ment is "screaming for people with
a knowledge of languages other
than English."

r--------------~--------------~

T

SANTA FE - Prison officials lifted the seven week lockdown of
the Prison Industries Division Mooday, Warden Harvey Winans
said, ending a prison-wide lockdown that began when a guard was
stabbed to death Aug, 30,
Winans said the Prison Industries area was re-open~d Monday
making it the last program to resume after the prison was locked
down following the murder of correctional officer Gerald Magee.
Magee, 33, was stabbed to death during an unsuccessful escape
attempt from Cellblock 6 involving five inmates armed with two
~oaded revolvers. The cellblock houses medium- and close- security
mmates.
Officials have said inmates other than those involved in the illfated escape attempt may have killed Magee, b)Jt to date no one has
been charged with his death .
Winians said educational programs that had been closed were
resumed last week and the prison's college program for inmates was
re-opened two weeks ago.
He also said he planned to inform in writing attorneys
representing inmates in a consent decree regarding prison conditions
that the lockdown has ended.

Democratic Delegates' Elections Tonight

Marron Hall131

Posh
Bagel

Pen Lockdown Lifted
Weeks After Stabbing

Latin American Study Grants Available

On Sale now $4

HE DELl: A lavish spread of meats,
cheeses, salads and breads.

New Mexico Union Food service

language courses at UNM,
especially French and German, has
been dropping for years.

Snyder was concurrently awarded
the Merck Index.
Phyllis Leber was awarded the
Graduate Scholarship in Chemistry
award.
All award winners are from
Albuquerque, except Jane Agnew
of Los Alamos, and Louis Cannizzo of Deming,

Conceptions
Southwest

P

0

Mozley Award and the Dean E. Uhl
Scholarship.
Sophomores Kathryn Rowden
and Rosanna Hernandez received.
the J .L. Riebsomer Memorial
Prize.
Freshmen, Karl Wittrup and
Timothy Kraus will share the John
D. Clark Memorial Award and
Andrew Petney received the
Chemica! Rubber Company
handbook,
Avizonis, Snyder and Toubbeh
also were given the Steven A.
Bernitsky Memorial Award,
presented annually to chemistry
students graduating with honors.

-Education-------

OCKET CO.RNER: A classic Pita Bread
SandWICh. Your choice of ingredients
topped wth our own special dressing.

THERE'S MORE AT THE
SIDfiM'\I,K CAFE

C
T

Wilma Fitch, chairman of the
home economics department at
New Mexico Highlands University,
contributed authentic costumes to
the workshop, some from her

Big Board volume totaled
only 41.59 million shares
compared wit.h 37.8 million
traded Friday.

Consumer Group Fights Pills
Found Potentially Harmful
WASHINGTON- Some widely
sold non-prescription diet pills
contain an ingredient that could
cause potentially fatal damage to
blood vessels in the brain, a consumer group charged Monday.

THREE SOUPS OF THE DAV
ost restaurants offer soup-many
feature a Soup of the Day-but where
can you find three Soups of the Dayhomemade fresh dally? At tne Soup Shoppe In
the Sidewalk Cafe, of course.

share decreased five cents.
Declines topped advances 908587 among the 1890 issues
traded,

The
American
Stock
Exchange index slipped 1.41 to
305.78 and the price of a share
eased seven cents. Declines
topped advances 327-180 among
the 723 issues traded. Volume
totaled 3.36 million shares
As a result, the Dow Jones
compared with 2.99 million
industrial average, which lost Friday.
21.31 points last week, including
4.57 points Friday, surrendered
Crown Zellerbach was the
4.56 to 847.13 after being down most active NYSE-Iisted issue,
nearly seven early in the day.
up l/8 to 27 l/8.

Exercise Bicycles Recalled

WASHINGTON
The
government Monday announced a
The other half went to Swedish recall of 120,000 stationary exercise
professor Kai Siegbahn, 63, of bikes because improper assembly
Uppsala University, for basic could cause the metal seat post to
studies in electron specltoscopy, the suddenly break through the seat,
study of electrons expelled from injuring the user·
atomic systems.
The bikes were made by Beacon
Schaw low said laser research is Enterprises Inc., Yonkers, N.Y.,
"galloping off in all directions" which is voluntarily replacing seat
and breakthroughs in medicine and attachment hardware, The agency
chemistry are imminent.
said the problem arises only when
Bloem bergen called his award consumers fail to follow assembly
"the reward for a lifetime's work." instructions.
Since 1961, he has analyzed the way
lasers can transmit information- a
Involved are units of the Scandia

Costumes from the tum of the
century to the present were modeled
Saturday at a costuming workshop
sponsored by Kappa Omicron Phi
a home 'economics department
honorary.

personal collection. Fitch has an
Fitch also presented slides of
advanced degree in clothing and costumes from 2000 B.C. through
textiles,
the 20th century, featuring ancient
She said that women arc Egyptian, Roman, old English and
physically larger than they used to early American costumes.
be, making it difficult for her to
Women's dresses traditionally
find models who could fit into the
required more material. The
costumes.
material was cut to make children's
"The biggest problem is finding wear when the dress was no longer
tiny models," she said. "Women in style. For this reason, men's wear
are far more robust than they used survived, in some cases, for
hundreds of years, she said.
to be."

A representative from the Judicial Administration
Program will be on campus to speak with students
about this MPA program.

When: Tuesday, Oct. 20,1981
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Where: Student Union
Offered in conjunc~on with the Coordinating
Committee on Graduate and Professional Advancement

I
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Forum

Emergency Medicine Seminars Set
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Idle Threats Impotent
When Not Acted Upon

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

At Domino's Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal delivered In 30
minutes or less. Your
pizza Is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of items.
Then we deliver it fast-at
no extra charge. Give us
a call ... we deliver!

continued from page 1

a "lack of vision and lack of courage," I am sure all of
us have favorites and disliked "media representatives.1'
If coming from T-VI and a few courses in political
science qualify you for mayor, then I do think the
public is ''uninformed," If you could not get into a
union, how can you run this city? I ask you, Geraldine,
are you serious about "offering quality leadership"?
I do agree about your idea on "a succesful write-in
campaign," and by golly, Geraldine, I am going to
vote on a write-in -for DAVID RUSK!
Sam Herrera

Political Actions Supporting El Salvador
Explained as Efforts to Educate Americans

Editor:
Oct. 17 was a bright day of cheers and much hope
for our brothers and sisters in Central America. At 2
p.m. Saturday afternoon camera persons, demonstrators, and interested on lookers gathered together
in the Plaza de los Lagartos in El Paso to hear speakers
and to participate in a march of protest in support of
the people of El Salvador. The event was organized by
the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El
Salv<!dor (CISPESJ. and the Coalition for Human
Rights in Latin America.
Three main objectives of the protest were: public
denunciation of the deportation of El Salvadorians
from El Paso and other regions of the Southwest,
advertisement of the desparate need to grant political
asylum to these displaced persons, and a. desire to
emphasize the importance of supporting the struggle
against U.S, intervention into the destitute region.
From March 1980·81 $35 million of U.S. military aid
was sent to the military junta of the Christian
Democratic Party which took control of the country in
October of 1979. This sanquinary regime is known for
its brutal torture of not only political prisoners, but of
various inhabitants of the countryside,

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662

-KUNM-----------

Reader Says Albuquerque Voters
Disappointing But Not Ignorant

Editor:
I agree with Ms. Triandafilidis' objection " ... to any obstacle that
unduly interfertts with the teaching process." (Lobo: 101681 ); in
fact, I feel the obstacle, in this case, is Ms. Triandafilidis' ability to
teach others. Now, as a geologist, I do not claim to excel in English
grammar, however, I feel competent enough to point out some
striking problems with her letter. Examples such as" .•. as to why
no papers are due or tests are given on Easter." (implies tests are, in
fact, given on Easter), conf.using and misplaced prepositional
phrases in the first sentence of her third paragraph, misplaced
quotation marks in that same sentence-paragraph, and overall
wordy, run-on sentence structure suggests that the lady in question
should be back in school for some additional instruction in basic
grammar.
I am particularly perturbed, as I just recently read my little boy's
transcribed version of a story, in which his kindergarten teacher
preferred to use ·~soword" (twice) instead of the accepted spelling
"sword". Let's face it, Johnny can't read because teacher can't
perform.
Robert M. Lowy
Department of Geology

Emergency Pharmacology Oct. 29 case studies,
in Albuquerque and November 4 in
Continuing education .credits for
Alamogordo.
nurses and pharmacists will be
available to participants.
The seminar's purpose will be to
help nurses and pharmacists inRegistration and information
crease their knowledge of major about fees are available from the
drugs used for heart attack victims, UNM division of continuing
determine ways of setting optimum education,
805
Yale
NE,
doses, !!nd apply this knowledge to Albuquerque, 87131.

Fast, F'ree Delivery

Idle threats.
Anybody in management, any parent, can tell you never to make idle
threats. If the threat is not carried through it is as if it were never made at
all. The subject of this type of impotent enforcement learns he can do
whatever he pleases,
When the U NM administration was first considering dissolving the radio
board, students fought hard to maintain the independence of KUNM. As
part of that fight, the ASUNM senate announced that if the board were Letter
dissolved, KUNM would not receive its $45,000 allocation.
The board was dissolved.
The funds were frozen.
The administrative action on KUNM has been interpreted by many as an
infringement of student rights. The dissolution of the radio board and the
subsequent formation of the University Radio Committee transferred many
of the powers of the student-dominated board to the administration.
When the senate decided to freeze KUNM's funds it was following the Editor:
Geraldine, Geraldine, Geraldine. Who are you
only route of power it had in the situation . It was trying to exercise the
. talking about when you say "we"? We, that is, people
rights of the students to pay for services that represent their interests.
Presently, members of the radio committee are putting up a fight for 1 know, aren't ignorant enough to vote according to
those frozen funds. The question that arises is not whether KUNM polls, jingles and/ or for the "favorite." If there is
deserves the funds - certainly KUNM programming is geared to the nobody running that we like, what do we do? Write in
university audience - but whether the station has the rights to the funds.
somebody who doesn't want the post.
If ASU NM were to back down on its threat at this pohit, it would be as if
Now on the city level, 1 too am disappointed with
the threat had never been made at all. And you can be sure the ad- the voters. 1 received more than enough information
on the candidates and I voted for the right one. 1 didn't
ministration would pick up on this weakness.
Although it has been argued that the funds should remain frozen so that throw away my vote, even though 1think the lllectoral
they may be reappropriated to other organizations, digging ASUNM out of system is a joke.
its hole should not be the reason to keep the funds frozen. One of the few
As for the media, 1 don't generalize them as having
avenues of control UNM students have is through ASUNM allocations.
This is not to say KUNM should not receive funds this year or be eligible
for future allocations. This year KUNM, like most other student Letter
organizations, should have the right to ask for an appropriation.
The end result will not punish KUNM for the administration's action and
the administration won't get the idea they can do anything they please.
No idle threats here.

Letter Found Error-Filled

The University of New Mexico
has set up a cooperative effort with
Gerald Champion Memorial
Hospital in Alamogordo to present
seminars for updating nurses and
pha'rmacists on new drug therapies
in emergency medicine,
UNM continuing education,
along with the colleges of Nursing
and Pnarmacy, will help present

Mauricio Duarte, a Salvadorian refugee and
representative of the Democratic Revolutionary Front
(FDA), has discontinued his studies of medicine to
inform people in the U.S, of the present situation in
his country. In his speech at the plaza he referred to
the "Vietnamization of the conflict" and also assured
the listeners that "neither Chilean, Guatemalan,
Honduran, Argentinian or U.S. backing of the
repressive junta will defeat the struggle of the
Salvadorian people." Carlos Romero, a representative
from Albuquerque, and Mario Chavarria, the leader of
the Democratic Civic Committee of District 2 in El
Paso (CCDI expressed with much emotion their
adamant opposal of U.S. involvement in the bloodridden nation.
Following the rally at the plaza, there was a march
to the bridge between El Paso and Juarez. Chants of
"Yankees out of El Salvador"! and "A united pueblo
can never be defeated" revealed the strident, soprano
voices of many children who had joined the march
stepping alongside their parents. They too hope to see
the end of the tremendous suffering endured by the
people of El Salvador.
Peggy Baldassarre

issues has held up the station
manager selection, said Cooper,
but he also said it "generally takes a
period of time to get things through
an organization as large as the
university."
The process beg!ln when the
position was posted in national
publications last spring, A tist of
eight
applicants, including Stone
Stone said he does not like the
idea of the URC controlling the and Barton, was submitted to the
prOgramming policy and format of Hiring Committee, Stone said.
the station.
This committee requested a raise
"Format is everything you do on in salary for the position from
the air and they are not radio ex- $14,000 to $16,000 or $20,000 to
perts," he said.
attract a broader mix of applicants,
The eight-member committee he said.
consists of students, faculty and
Cooper took the request to the
administration r~presentatives. The university and secured the raise,
chairman,
Professor
Tony Cooper said. The position was then
Hillerman, is an appointee ofUNM re-advertised and will appear
President William "Bud" Davis. through October, he said.
The URC reports to the Regents
This salary increase .is a hot issue
once a year, Cooper said.
among certain station employees,
Cooper said the URC is a Bill Abbott, former volunteer at the
"reasonable compromise" as far as station, said.
settling the issue of where KUNM
The station manager makes
fits into the university as a whole.
$5000 more than any other staff
Resolving the administrative m.ember as it is now, he said. These
The URC's "primary task" is to
review KUNM's format and
programming philosophy, Cooper
said.
''Their work is based on the goals
set by the Regents, and they're now
in the process of working that up,"
he said,

unequal salaries caused hard
feelings toward Mansfield when he
was station manager, and some of
those sentiments remain, Abbott
said.
Both Stone and Cooper agree
that they want the station to settle
down and they know that will not
nappen until some kind of permanence is established.
"Half of our staff is temporary," sai Stone. "We have a
temporary acting manager, and a
half-time
temporary
program

Hours:
4:30 • 1 :00 Sun.- Thurs.
4:30 .. 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.26
16" cheese $6.15
Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers,
and Sausage
12" Deluxe $7.65
16" Deluxe $11.15

director."
Due to these temporary staff
positions, "the place is not really
settled down," Stone said.
"If you don't have a general
manager and a program director,
you don't have much," Stone said.
"Barton Bond hasn't done much
managing."
Cooper said he hopes to have the
posting done by October and the
major screening and interviews over
by November, He said itis "hard to
say" exactly when someone will be
hired.

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Green Chili,
Green Peppers, Olivers,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per Item
16" pizza $1.25 per item
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

-Competition-----------which words to emphasize, when
and
how long to pause," she said.
thinker, you investigate, you don't
Moehn said, "It's all a part of
just sit back," she said, "Debaters
don't just look at one side of an communication."
issue, they're trained to look at
Debates are scored according to
both."
several factors including the issues
presented by a team and. whether
Dr. Barry Spiker, director of
they are relevant and of significance
forensics and speech comto the case. Other factors include
munication
professor,
said
delivery, reasoning, organization
forensics training helps a person
and research evidence that backs up
recognize and analyze an issue, and
an argument.
present or defend and be critical of
Speech
communicatin
an issue. "They become quasiprofessors, forensics alumni., high
experts on the topic," he said.
school and college debate coaches
Moehn said debate helps you in are usually the judges of speech
dealing with people. "Your tournaments.
communicating skills, interviewing,
Maes said the debaters are also
reasoning, note taking and
becoming
involved in nonresearching skills improve," he
competitive
speaking
events. These
said. "Anytime you are in a
are
events
that
the
UNM
debate
situation where you will be called
team
does
not
£Ompete
in,
ilpon to make a speech to people
"We're helping others upgrade
underneath you, if you are in a
managerial position, where you communicational skills," she said.
have to comunicate, debate helps."
Debate team members as well as
continued from page 1
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coaches in Albuquerque's high
schools and acting as judges in high
school debate tournaments .. "It's a
quite subtle way of being a support
system of the university," Bohley
said.

"It's the only activity on campus
that represents the whole university
in an academic setting," Dr. Spiker
said. "It's competitive academics."
After their first tournament at
Colorado College in Colorado
Springs, .the team will host the
Wayne C. Eubank Invitational
Speech Tournament at UNM, Oct.
30toNov. I.
The debate tournament honors
former UNM speech com·
munication professor Wayne
Eubank.
UNM does not compete in this
tournament.

The team and individual events
will be neld in both Mitchell and
Maes said facial gestures, eye students involved in individual Ortega halls starting at 3 p.m. on
contact and physical movement are speaking events are working as Friday, 8:30a.m. on Saturday and
also important. "We work on assistant high school speech 9:30a.m. on Sunday.
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Win Free Lunch
for a Week!

.........

To enter pick up an entry blank from the cashiers on
the main level of the New Mexico Union. Fill out the entry
blank and YOU could go to lunch on us!

Winners will be announced in the Daily Lobo
Drawing held even) Friday.

t•oUcy

Leucrs ro the editor must be t~ped, double spaced on 11 (,0.
.sp;icc llnc and slgMed by !he- author with the author's nnmc,
nddrcss amr tciCphorle number. They should be no lcmgcr than
200 words. Only the natnc or the 11\lthor will be printed and
names wilt not be wllhheld.
l1rc Dally UJtJo docs noi guarantccp1tblicaHon.
All iiubnlissioru. bccofll'j! the ptOpeny M the Ntw Me.\lco
IJtilly l.olm nnd will be edited for length ot-libclou~-contenl.

For Information on Peace
Corps and a personal
Interview cal1277•2962.

I

This week's winner:
Douglas M. Reynolds
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I

One free
quart of
Pepsi!

One free liter of Pepsi
with any 12" small
pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Customer pays deposit.
60' value
expires i 1-15·81
Fast, free detlvery
3920 Central S.E.
262·1662
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Brave Combo Music for Squares
Four Dots Records

I

Riptides, Slimes, Chi Omega and Comptrollers have joined the list of
intramural champions this semester.
In soccer, the Slimes compiled an undefeated season with eight straight
·
victories for the men's all-university championship.
Pave Kyle and Karen Kedriva teamed up to defeat Jannclle Johnson and
John Cisco for the co-recreational tennis doubles championship.
The Riptides dethroned the Halibuts, 6-3, to win the co-recreational
innertube water polo title.
In over-the-line softball, Chi Omega beat Alpha Chi Omega for the
women's intramural crown.
The Comptrollers from the Accounting Department defeated Ald.o's
Players from the UNM Computer Center, 13-6, to win the faculty,staff
mush ball league championship.
In a final event of questionable championship quality, the in tram ural
staff submitted an unsubstantiated report of "an easy 11-3 win over the
young and brash intramural referees in an over-the-line softball grudge
match."

The obvious and most often said thing about this
band from Denton, Texas is just how br(lve they really
are. To play inspired electric music isn't particularly
daring and neither is resurrecting a forgotten form.
However, to climb on the stage at an Austin punk club
and play polka music takes real guts.
Polka music.

It takes a while to get used to. At first, it seemed
merely insane for Carl Finch, Dave Cameron, Tim
Walsh and Lyle Atkin.son to form a new wave polka
.
band. After all, polka is one of the oldest waves around. This could have
been a giggly satire on old people's music ala Dr. Demento, etc., but instead, the Brave Combo approach their material with a high degree of
musical competence and a fair amount of respect.
This is not to say that this is a humorless record, though. There is
something utterly silly about the clockwork 1-21-2 and Germanic reed runs
of your average polka. This is the music they play at weddings and bar
mitzvahs so the aunts and uncles can whirl and twirl. But these guys are
doing something a little bit different.
· One of the first things to notice is the arrangement of the instrumcntation. lnste~d of mashing drums and .guitar into a thick bed of
. rythym for a reedy mstrument (organ, accord1an or saxophone) to wax
melodic over, the separation and clarity of each of these instruments lends
a clearer, more immediate and rock-like sound to the album. The one real
· rock number, Jackie de Shannon's When You Walk in the Room, is the
thickest sounding cut of all.
Besides the mix job, everything seems to be basically another typical
Moms and Pops production. Thejami/i(lr and the familiar sounding songs
include Perjidia [you've heard it all your lives wherever there is Muzak],
Hernan,do's Hidaway and very bouncy numbers. It's everything someone's
Pennsylvanian grandmother would love except ... everything is twisted.
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Riptides Win in Water Polo;
Slimes Go Unbeaten in Soccer

VIDEO
GAMES

Cho.bo.d Jewish Student Center

Simchat Torah Celebration
Tuesday evening, October 20th, 6:15 p,m.

Shacharit Hakafot
Wednesday morning, October 21st, 10:00 a.m.

ffiincha maariv Services
Wednesday evening, October 21st, 6:1~:

Not a lot, certainly not until it screams, but everywhere, in every song, the
strangest little things keep happening. Nothing intrudes into or disrupts the
flow of snappy beat but once you've settled in to listen and grin there's a
syncopated rock beat used as a filJ or the guitar sounds as if was unexpectedly shorting out.
What bands like Was (Not Was) and Baby Buddha have been doing with
mainstream popular music is theoretically similar. There are touches of the
spaciest jazz and trippiest pyschedelia popping out over the grittiest of
disco beats. Brave Combo have brought technical skill and a sense of
curiousity to another form of mainstream music. While I don't believe that
they are completely straight-faced in this strange career move, 1 also do not
believe that they are being facetious. While Music for Squares is fun, funny
and danceable, there seems to be an honest sense of exploration on this
record and it should be enthusiastically recieved as a well;l)me break from
the nco-romantic posturings and endless tribal revivals that have been
"experimental" and "ground-breaking" for almost ten years now.
1 might as well mention that there are formal music students lurking
inside Brave Combo and that their first tour was to Texas mental institutions .
BLITS
RCA Records
Anthology albums can be a wonderful thing. They have the potential to
encapsulate musical movements and genres into a succinct package.
Promotional packages can be a terrible thing. They have the potential to
lump good concepts with awful sales tactics in an aitempt to associate good
groups with bad.
BLITS is the worst kind of anthology album trying to pull loose ends
together in a abortive attempt to create a total regime of music.
Some kids dressed up like Paul Revere and danced to over-produced,
"lush" euro-pop. That became blitz. Other kids, not quite so fashionably,
spent their London summer skirmishing with the police and other racists
and found themselves too busy to launch a musical trend. Therein lies the
key to the blitz, I believe.
The best music on the album is severly crippled by its inclusion in and
association with blitz. The only American groups, Polyrock and Shock,
stand out as thoughtful and exciting extensions of the attitudes of the time.
Polyrock plays like their name with clean, varied guitar chords moving in a
now rare strumming style that rolls over, about and through the drumbeat.
Love Song uses sweet (though not sickly) harmonies and the aforementioned strumming guitar and a minimum of idle electronic gimmickery to
produce a sound that is both good listening and good dancing.
The other American group, Shock, is the standout on the album with
their song A nge/ Face. This sardonic love paen is firmly rooted in the best
of mechanical disco. Lots of processing, obligatory handclaps and a heavy,
heavy percussion section offset the fast synthetic drum sound that Munich
Machine perfected. The song pushes this highly regimented dance squad
sound along with funny little baby-voice vocals and an urgent male lead
until there is a general disintegration. Noise and horns fill random spaces
with random sounds and slowly rejoin to finish the cut with the same
surgical precision it started with.
The vast majority of the groups represented on this record lose themselves in silly posturing and the over-application of synthesizer tricks that
were old ten years ago. BowWowWow (managed by Malcolm McLaren,
ex- to New York Dolls and Sex Pistols), Landscape, Slow Children and
Robert Ellis Orr all are all, in one silly way or another, covering the ground
that Kraftwerk, Jean-Michael Jarre, Bowie/Eno and Donna Summer
throughly mapped out in the mid-seventies. Any embellishment on those
themes that is done pales in comparison to the work being done on disco by
Material, Was (Not Was), Kid Creole, Christina and Coati Mundi today.
It is really too bad that the rock industry had to jump on and commercialize the new London Romanticism so soon. What could have been a
viable new movement has been too early signed, sold and packaged into the
blitz identity. From listening to the record, it seems that some of these
bands were justbeginning to get ideas.
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Jurilperwur meet_ tonight alB In room 23iE or the
SUB, PM Duffey-Ingrassia will be the speaker.
Pmldtntl•l Schohin Club will anttOunc:e officers
at thL!: l>d. 21 meeting, 7 p.m. in the Ho·nor!i Center,
Allrtu:mbers please attend,
Women for Scftrteiy wli meet Oct. 21 from rloon
till I p.m. at the Women's Center, tt24 Las i..omn!i
NE. Will also meet Oct. 22: from 7!30.8:30 p.m. IU the
same place.

1801 Sigma Chi N.E.
Call 242-2231

WOmen In Scltnte 1nd Ee&lnttri•l wilt hold a
piuid discussion of these fields, Come find out what
these careers ate really like, Oct. _20, 1·9 p,m, 1
Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas, NE:.

Student Publications l01nl will hold an o.,en
meeting Thurs~ay at 3:30 p·.m. In the Journalism
building, room 215.
Adv•rictd Chinese CI.JII'anphy ~ re~lster at \lie
Community ·college, x37Sl. Fcc Is SB and mnteriBis
are provided, Dcghis Oct. 24 ahd runs for7 weeks, 2
llours a wcel(,

LobosFinish Autumn Softball
The Lobo softball team won a double-header Sunday in Farmington,
Hot Stuff 2-1 and 9-7. Hot Stuff is one of the leading amateur
defeating
New Mexico's Gerald Harbert, number 6, stretches to make a play against a Colorado player Saturday
in New Mexico, ;md filled in as UNM's opponent when the
softball
teams
night in the finals of the New Mexico Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament.
Air Force Academy failed to keep their scheduled committment to play
U NM due to conflicting cadet events at the Academy.
The Lobos pounded out 22 hits in the two games, led by Kelly Sparr's
three hits that included a triple and a double. Kathy Dyer and Bobbi Smith
also got three hits.
Freshman pitcher Allison Maney was credited with both pitching wins.
The UNM SQccer Club lost a 2-1 battle with the two midfielders. In the second half, the Lobos adUniversity of Colorado .in the championship game of justed to counteract the Buffalo superiority, but a late The games ended UNM's autumn season with a 7·5-1 record.
the New Mexico Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament
rally failed to produce a tying score.
Saturday at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
UNM beat New Mexico Military Institute, 9-0,
Forward Bo Beames scored the lone Lobo goal on a
while Colorado was edging Texas Tech, 1-0, in the
deflected shot in the second half.
opening round Friday. Tech came back to beat NMMI
Colorado used four players in the midfield area
for third place, 8-0.
Manuel Pino, a 28-year-old UNM student, finished eighth in the 12th
The Lobos are now 3-3-1 on the year.
after watching the Lobos in the first round using only
annual Tour .of Albuquerque Marathon held Sunday. The business major
finished with a time of 2:42.54, 20 minutes behind winner AI Waquie.

Colorado Trips Lobo Soccer Club

UNM Student 8th in Sunday Marathon

Women Establish Tennis Tourney
Roybal, who sat out tennis com- best accuracy score will take home a
petition last season to play $200 prize.
Trinity will bring Felica
basketball. Sandi Palmisano, a
sometime top-seed last season who Raschiatore, Louise Allen and
had a 'scries'ot iiijurles that hurt her Karen Denman, all 1981 A lAW
Trinity University finished third chances at the Intermountain All-Americans. Arizona State's top
and Arizona State was 18th in the Regional Tournament, will return two players - Patty Schiff and
nation last season. They'll be joined and start in the third seed at the Cheryl Hawkins - recently won
the Southwest Region open doubles
by the University of Arizona and Lobo Invitational Tournament.
Amy Holloway, Adrienne competition in El Paso.
host New Mexico.
Another Lobo letter-winner will
Action begins both days at 8:30 Maloof, Leslie Roybal, Valerie
a.m., with preliminary matches on Hahn and Vicki Warner complete be in the tournament, when
Arizona State's fifth-seeded Leanne
Friday, October 23, and cham- the Lobo line-up.
Lobo
tennis
coach
Palmisano takes the court. She
First
year
pionship matches Saturday at I
p.m. for singles and 3 p.m. for Helen Horn wanted to .have a top· transferred from UNM after last
level fall college tournament at the spring.
doubles. Admission is $1 per day.
UNM has five returning players Lobo courts, and assembled th~. - - - - - - - - - - - from the squad that finished third first such event with assistance Where can I go if I want academic
in the Intermountain Conference from Accu-Stroke and Fat counseling for re-entering (older)
students?
last season, including the number Humphries restaurant.
Stan Scott will conduct a serving
Re-entry Program, I 716 Las
one seed for the Lobos, Susanne
contest during the tournament, Lomas NE,277-5161; or Women's
Kloster.
Playing the number two seeded using the Accu-Stroke serving aid, Center, 1824 Las Lomas NE, 277position for UNM will be Laura and the school finishing with the 3716.
A tough four-team field will
compete this weekend in the
inaugural Lobo Tennis Invitational
for women at the UNM Tennis

ciuti....... ·· · ·· ·..... · · ·· · ·· ··· ·

INFORMATION
lntramurals: .277-S 151, Johnson Gym _roOm 230.
Titkcis: 277~2116, SE corner University Arena.
TUESii"Y
October:ZO
lhtquetb•ll: Entries for mtn's and women's in·
tramurahinglcs dueS p.m.
Da~kttbJII: Entries for men's and women's one-on·
one intramurals murnament dueS p,·m.
Monkty Golf: Entries due at S p.m. forlntramura~
four person co-recrcationnl fun go1rcvent.
WEDNESDAY
Oc10ber 21
Pro Basketball: Sari AntOnio vs. Houston
cJ!hibition, University Atenar 7:30 p.m. Th:kets at
UNM ticket office.
Golf: Womcn 1s Varsity at Nancy Lopez
invitational, Tuba, OklabomA, throueh Friday.
lnlmmlinl$: Sign-ups open for co-recreational~
mcn;s 5·10, and women's 5-.S nnd ·under Intramural
bnskdbali,
TIIURSDAV
Octobei'21
lniramurab: Manager or partidpanb meet today
1
lor mcrt 5 and women's racQuetball singles, one-on·
one baskctball11nd eo-rei! monkey Btl If.
FRIDAY
October23
Tennis: Women's varsity hosls TrinitY, Atltoha
and Arizona Slate in LobO lnvitalional; prelimlnarit$
today,
SATURDAY
'Octobc!r 1.4
Macquttball: Intramural ·slngies tournaments lor
men and woltlen.
Crou Country: M-en 1s- varsit)' at Adams State
Invitational in Aiamolla, Colorado. Women's varsity
11t BYlJ Auiurnn Cfnsslc In Provo1 Utahi junior
varsii» 'at Phys[ca'l Therapy As~odation three 111Ue
run in Albuquerque,
VollrYb•tl: Women's varsity 1ft Northern Arlzonu
lt1 Flnsstarr,
Foo1b1lf; LobOs at New MeJ~ieo State tn Las

<.Yit~~

l>l ~{t

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD- with pita bread
BAKLAVA -for dessert
We prepare party trays
OPEN Mon-Fri 11·8Sat12-5

Houston Rockets
vs.
san Antonio spurs
University Arena
wednesdav, october 21
7:30p.m.
Tickets available at
UNM Ticket Office
aardenswartz Sportz
The Classic Hotel
$7.00 & $6.00
Bring voor ticket stub to Wendy's Thursday or Ftlday
after the game and win a FREE Single If the. Rockets
score 115, a FREE coke~ If thev don't! Eitner wav.
youWINI

itunflln1u lnaugutal ihctapcuilc Rtin 9:30a.m. _at

UNM Norih dotr Course, opct\ to public. Call 76~

M1S (or inl'ottnntion.
Ttnnl~: Championship finals ar Lobo lnYitntional
TounintnCnl (or \VoinCnnt Lobo'fcnnisClub.

.i

'

$4Q..Q

~

Action

Ctu~es,

ST

~

Sports This Week

·'

I

Who would miss a few
t
icebergs?
CONCEPT ONS SOUTH
/+,
tjj Don't try to save a buck Wired for darkness
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Subscriptions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1. Personals

ONI,Y .35 a concsinglc, .60 for a double,
.75 for a triple. New Mexico Union Ice Cream
Shoppe.
tfn
EATING/W•:tGII'fI ALCOHOL Problem>, Dr,
Goodlivc,IIO VassurS.E., 256·1553.
10/26

Sll'WLt~'i

CLAIM \'OUI! LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GUI'fAR LESSONS: ALL. styles, Marc's Guitar
Studio. 265-3315.
lfn
TYI'lNG - STUDENT/IIUSINESS work, including
statisticnl/lechnica!.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent. 296-6299.
10126
PROFESSIONAL TYPING IIY English MAl editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
_I 0/27
A-I TVPIS'f- TERM PAPERS, Resumes299·8970 •.
10/30
TYPING • THESIS, DISSERTATION, reports,
statistical, call ANN ITA 299-3781,
10/30
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED TVPIS'f: college
work, resumes, transcribing. 294-0161.
10/30
J'OI!MALJ.V SEPARATED OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people can affor~. You have someone to turn to for guidance In
divorce and separation matters. Uncontested divorce
with property seltlement, and children .• $100.00. J.
Carruth S. Legal Clinic. Court costs additional.
Wcstcru.Bank. 242-2602 for appointment,
1000
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING, typcrisht. 265·S203,
10/21
THINKING ABOU1'GRADUATE school? Up your
LSAT/GMAT scores with us. 265-2524.
10/22
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL other styles,
867-3158,
10/23
10/22
TYPING. 7~ CENTS PAGE. 29&-4998.
FINANCIAL AID ANil grants for stuqents .is here.
10/20
Information coming Oct. 21.
lli,S'f QUALITY REPAIRS at reasonable prices.
Harvar~ !like House, 137 HarvnrdS.E., 255-8808.
10121
HOME 'fYI'ING SERVICE by retired English
professor. Spellin~, grammar, confidentiality
10/30
guaranteed, 292-3431.
NEEJ) HELP Wl'fll PAPERS? The- original service
for typing, editing, reviSion, research. 281·3001.
10/22
TYPING· t'AST, ACCURATE reasonable, casscue
transcription. 247·2583.
11/13
WANTED. STATISTICS 102 Tutor, Oexlble hrs.
Phone Chuck298·6573 after 3:30PM.
10120
•:Xl'ERT TYPING RF,ASONABLE, Reliable.
References Please call 29?-liZ56 or 299·1676. 10/23
11/2
PROH:SSIONA L RESUMES 265-9081,
ACULEX Mt:ANS LETTER·P•:Rn:CT theses and
dissertations with Inexpensive revision through word
processing. 83(-3181.
10/26

HNAN('IAl. All) ANil grams for stud~nts is here.
lnlmmntion coming, Oct. 21.
10120
A<'CliRATt; INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, ~tcriliT.allon, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
l'IU:(;NANC\' TK'iTING & COUNSELING. Phone
HOUSE • ROOMMATE NEEDED • Share !li very
Z47-9819.
tfn
nice large three bedroom house with studio. $135.00
LOST: IILU E, UOWN·FIJ.I,ED, Tempco. vest.
I'ASSPORT ANDmENTIFICATION photos, 3 for
10/22
Sentimental value. Reward. If found call 296·8640 plus V. ulllitlcs. Ca11242-7671 or842-0272.
$6.00!! Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar
10/26 t'OR RENT; EHICJt:NCY apartment. S180/mo.,
cvenlng.c;.
l!NM. ('all 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
t'OUNil: BROWN, NYLON duffel bag, cigarette all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
N.c.
tfn
ease, green gloVI', pair of sunglasses, small coin purse, laundry facilities. For more information contact
('Ill NESt: IIUH'ET, (;IJf:AP All you can cat. Lunch
tortoile-shell colored barette, man's brown sweater, resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266-8392, 265·
Sl.OO. 1upper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
tfn
Claim at Biology, Room 113.
tfn 6256, or898·7517.
tfn
Place, 3()()() Central Ave. S.S.
t'OUNil ON CAMPUS black and white male cat. 'filE Cl'fADE~SUPERB location near UNM and
CONTACTS-POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Unusually short, thick tal~ extremely affectionate, downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
gentle. If someone dumped him, ptea<e let nte know, or .efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Delu~e
tfn
so I can start looking for a new home, No kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
w•; IIOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass .recriminations 299-1732, 1-4pm.
10/23 room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
frame!. Greenwich Vilfngc (Lennon styles), gold
FOUND: SliT OF ke~s on white plastic key holder.
rimkss. S54.l0 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
I0/26 ENORMOUS, QUIET, TWo-BEDROOM furnished
Three keys. Claimatl31 Marron Hall.
~007 Menaul N.E., across from La llclles.
tfn
FOUND I. D•. OF ofT. Mucci at Grand Laundry, townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 fl. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247·8724.
tfn
('ARE AIIOU'f ART7 Conception$ Southwest,
Next to Campus Market, 1416 Orand Ave. Go to the
UNM's fine arts/literary publfcntion, can't exist
Laundry to identify and claim.
10126 ONE BLOCK UNM, 4-bedroom, .2·bath furnished
without ~our >Uppon. Jluy 1981 issue $4 In Marron
house. J 17 Columbia, S4SO, 268-0525.
10/26
FQUNU: WATCII IN basement of Zimmerman. Call
Hail, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
Neii26S-056!.
10/20 VARSITY IIOUSE t41 COLUMBIA, 1 bedroom,
Bookstore, ASA Gallery. Fine Am Museum, Living
furnished apt. S230. 268-0525.
10/26
LOST: LAnJE'S DARK purple corduroy blazer, tan
llntch. Uack Issues available Sl in Marron Hall,
suede elbows. If round, please call 242·8625, Sen· FOR RENT: SMALL collage; semi-furnished;
Room I) I,
tfn
timcntnl value. Reward.
10/21 fireplace; A/C; near UNM; quiet neighborhood; no
WRITERS· CONCEPTIONS SOUTIIWEST Is now
pets: $200/mo,. including utilities: 262·0014. J0/20
accepting liternry submissions for Its spring 1982
issue. Dring poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc. to
)Qv.tJ1->~<.Q-oi,Q><Q>l.QW.Q'I<Q>~
Marroil Hall, Room 131. Ali submissions must be
typed and have nainc, address, phone on each piece,
Korfball Pra. ctices
Enclose self-addressed stamped en\ielope if you wish
to have your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
Mondays 7-8 p.m.
starr and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4, No more than
Wednesdays 8-9 p.m.
five pieces per writer plca<e,
tfn
Carlisle Gym
ROLLING 'FIIUNDER: nn: coming earth changes.
lly J.R. Jochmans. Now available at Living Batch
I'..
"We'll U•.tt h yoo to pt•v"
. . 1:..
BOokstore.
10/23
~<Q>f.Q><Q>t.Qo<.Q'I<Q><Q>t.Q'I<Q>~
ROBt:R-r LYNCII WILl. pay S5.00 each for the two
best essays on tl•e purpose or ASUNM and howl! can
N~d Persons Without
beimproved. For detallscnll277·S528, 884·8157.
10/20
Housing That Want
ROJ,U:R SKATE SALE. Going ou of business we
To Share
quit you win. Dealer costs on new skates and
equipment. Fantastic values on used skates. Hurry.
Makers of Handmade
Roadrunner run. 2214 Central S.E. across from
Indian Jewelry
UNM. Open weekdays, 3·9 p.m., weekends 10·10.
Roommate Finders
10120
OLDTOWN
All Ages
26&2670
NF.En TWO PAT Dena!ar tickets, willing to
negotiate. Call898·8400.
10/20
LIIIERTARIAN SUPPER CLUB meets Wednesday,
10121
October21. Public invited. 344-1230.
ATTRACTIV.,, UNIIERST.-\NniNG IIISPANIC
man-once had Herpes. would like to meet Hispanic
Ladies with same. Write Box 3, 160 Washington SE,
Albuquerque.
10/22
JUST A SNACK. Sopapiila with honey .35, Sal!a and
chips.7S, Nachos SI.OO. Casa Del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union.
tfn
COU>. A LARGE bowl of what. Lnrgechile(redor
green) $1.25, Posolc S1.25, ile:inS .65. Casa Del Sol
in the New Mexico Student Union.
tfn
If you want to get into nuclear engineering, start by getSHORT OF t'UNDS Enchilada, red or green chile
.89, big burrito, red or green chile, S1.00, Tostada,
ting into the Nuclear Navy.
red or green chili ;S9 at the Casa del Sol tn the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg.
tfn
The Navy operates more than half the reactors in
GRANil OI'ENING SAU;, nice discounts and
America. Our nuclear training Is the most comprehensive
holiday layaway plan, October 19-24, Rainbow Place,
difts, recordings, books. S5S Wyoming NJ!, 9-6, 255•
in
the world. You start by earning a commission as a
5222.
10122
Navy
Officer. Then we give you a year of advanced
SONRISE '81 HEAR THE lifestories of Paul
Anderson, the World's Strongest Man and Pro
graduate
nuclear training. During your career you'll get
Quarterback Craig llradshaw. October27•29. 10/23
practical
handS-on experience with our nuclear~
COUNT DRACULA INVITES you to spend
Halloween with vampires, bats, and hOwling dogs.
powered fleet.
Midnight show $7 ,$0. Also gtotlp rates. Reservations
281·3338l.ldrt\ blnnet 'fhealte. Signed "Draculn".
If that sounqs like the kind of responsibility you're looking
i0/30
for, contact us:
HONEY DUNS, 'fillS is to number seven I it's been
heaven, wilh you angei. Forever Yours, Love,"Bnby
C'nkcs".
10/21
Nuclear Programs Manager
p.f.p., QUF'..S'fiON: WilEN docs 1639.0805 squared
First National Bank Building
~ 81 Answer: After (0:00p.m. when both interested
5301 Central Ave. NE
10/22
parties reach mutual agtecment.
Albuquerque, NM 87108
PUNKIN, JJAI'I'Y BIRTIIDAY and have a great
Halloween.
10126
or call (505) 766·2335
IIICYCLF.S WANTED: GOOD 10 speeds, 21 '' frame
preferred. Also 19" fitlxte. Call Bill, 294·4730
1
cvcnin~s.
10126
U:SBit\.N S'fUDEN'fSI ATTt:ND P.M. Dutrey.
1ngrnssia's lecture, Tuesday, 20 October, B:OO p.m.,
SUI1231·E.
10120
Clii<RLE\' KOCJJ, JJAPPY llltthday Sweetheart, I
10/:i.O
love you, Your Uoomcrang Baby.
KENNY A., IIAPPY 18th. You're n big dog now,
Puppy. l.ovc JM, MM.
10/20

2. Lost & Found

4. Housing

§

§
§

§

§
§

(D-DJ Share-A-Roof

5. For Sale
'fEN·SPEED FUJI, 19 inch, perfect condition. Look,
chain, rack, $200. 842·1516, evenings,
)Q!;lO
1971 MG MIDGET. Runs great, looks good, 40 mpg;
$1600.265-8294.
10126
1974 DODGE YAN. Good condition, $1,600,00, 242.
8655,266-8487.
10/26
VIJ)EO TAPE DECK for sale. One year left on
warranty. $425,00. Call Neal255·9349 eves. or days
leave message at345·3311 (ext. 2065).
10/23
WUI!Ll'fZEI! SPINET PIANO excellent condition
$1()()().00 Firm. Call296-8380.
10/23
RALEIGIIIO SPEEP will negotiate price. 277-4281,
10123
GRAND OPENING, RAINBOW place, see per·
sonal>,
10/22
1978 IIONIIA HAWK, 400cc. $900 negotiable. Must
sell. 345-8901 (days) or 897·2507 for more info. 10/29
'fRS80 COMPUTER, LEVEL I, $400 or best offer,
256-7416, evening>,
10/21
ELECTRIC CLOTIIES DRYER and refrigerator for
sale. SSO.OOench. Call293-5038 afrer6:00.
10/20
FOR SALE, MARTIN 1).28, very good condition.
Call Marc, 822-1041.
10/21
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimle.s $54,50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaui N.E. across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
I'ART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in p~rson, no phone calls, please.
Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomi!S NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS • SUMMER/year round. Europe,
S. Amer., Altstralia, Asia. AU fields. SS00-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC llo~ 52·
NM-1 Corona DelMar, CA9262S.
1113
15 STUDENTS Nt:EDED part-time evenings for
phone survey work, no sales, good working conditions. Call Mary2~6-131l.
10/20
WORK·S'fUDY JOBS! ! U.N.M.'s Upward Bound
Program is seeking 3.0 & higher g.p.a. students In
English, Journalism, History, Biology, Spanish,
Math, and Chemistry to work at two area high
schools tutoring lOth - 12th grade students. Must
submit copies of current lranscrlpts •.For interview
appointment, call277·3506. Ask for Chris.
10/22
WORt\ S'fUPY, CUSTODIANS, NEW MEXICO
UNION, HOURS SATURDAY 7:30a.m.· 4 p.m., 4
p.m. • 12M, & MONDAY thru FRIDAY AM & PM
HOURS. CALL BOB NIPPERZ77-3034.
10/20

ROCK GUITARIST WANTEil. Experience
required. Cail266-3892.
10126
WORK·STUDY POSITION open immediatelY at the
Maxwell Museum Exhibits Department. Prerer
people with exhibit or tlleater set building experience.
Contact DaVe or Vince, 277-4404. StarLing P"Y is
$3,50 an hpur fpr 20 hours/week.
10/22

7·. Travel
FOUR'S COMPANY- TIJREE Girls need ride to
Cruces Friday. Will ~hare expenses. Amy 277-4769.
lOnG
IF YOU WANT someone to "get yo~ on a slow boat
to China" why not advertise In the Daily Lobo?. tfn

8. Miscellaneous
PARACHUTE PANTS, CAMOUFLAGE· also just
arrive.d: Wallace Beery style, cotton, long-sleeve
undershirts, K:aufman's, a real Army-Navy Store, 504
YaleS.E., 2~6-00()(),
10/20
SPEND
HALLOWEEN WITH
COUNT
DRACULA. SPI::CIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW ONLY
$7,50, Also grpup rates. Reservations 281-3338 Barn
Dinner Theatre.
I 0/30
GRADUATE ART STUDENTS will receive a SO
percent discount on the Spring 1961 issue of Conceptions Southwest, UNM's fine arts-literary
publication. Regular price $4,00. Must present
schedule with 400 )eve! cla$s. Good through 10-23.
10/23

9. Las Noticias
SUD NOONTIME WIJ.L feature pianist STEVE
O'NEIL, Oct. 23rd, 12 noon·! p.m. SUB South Side.
I0/21
TAIILt; TENNIS TOURNAMENT, Oct. 28th, 6
p.m.-9 p.m. EntrY Deadline Oct. 26th. Sign-up at
SUB Games Area.
10126
LESBIAN, GAYS, lli·SEXUALS: Juniper meets
Tuesday, Oct. 20 and No'·· 3, 8:00 p.m.SUB23IE.
J0/26
FUNK ANn DISCO with •'.Fame" October23rd and
24th D.J. Jams Unlimited October 24th 9pm • lam
Subway Station, For Information 277-6492 or 277·
4506.
10123
MAGIC & MIME by "Drew Richman" and "Dale
Mounds" Oct. 21st SUB South Side 12 noon· I pm
SUUNoontlme.
10123

~--------------·

ir-(!!!1~ ,~~~ Special
·
I ' .·-~·,f~(~~i·l):
I '"£
CITY
•
I -

1
I
I,
I,

•••

1 slice green chili & a
large soft drink for $1.25

___ __________ _
wtlh ooupon only 10119 • t012o

_. Harvard SE
127

'' Ot

South ol Ctmtrdt
-~-

Hot Tubs
for rent by the hour
344·7727
9am·11 pm 7 days a week
6519 4th NW

A GROUP ABOUT WOMEN AND CHANGE.
Mondays 8•10 a.m., beginning Oct. 26, lor 6 weeks. Limited to 8 preregistered participants.
For lnforma!lon and individual prereglstra!lon Interview call 271·4537, Together, we will
employ verbal and nonverbal counseling approaches to explore ourselves, our relallonshlps
and our world.
Facilitated by Carolina Yahne, M.A., Student Mental Health Service. Free to students
enrolled for 6 or more hours.

§

§

Cov-ered
Wlrago.n

NAVY
NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
THE FASTEST. WAY UP
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.

We ll be interviewing irt the UNM
Placement Office on Wednesday

October 21 , 1981

t'EMAl.J<: TO SHARE pttrtially furnished 3 bedroom
home near UNM. Prefer non-tobacco smoker aroun~
30. Flexible, serious student • .5115/mo, 11 utilities.
Caii265-735B, lunchtime and evenings,
I0/20
I!OOMMATE NEEJ)ED TO share house with two
others. One block from law sr.hoo!, $110mo. plus
utilities. Call266·0476.
10/21
APARTMENT NEAR l)NM TV!, I Udrm, unfurnished, 8-plex, $165,00 month, call 242-9158 or
242-708.1.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Insect
4 Strike
9Nod
12 Guido's high
note
13 Puzzle
14 Girl's mum

15 Bypass
17 Repast

19 Great Lake

211nsect egg
22 Barracuda
24 Biblical land

26 Animal coat

4 Urge on
51mbecile
6 Exists
7 Spread for
drying
8lreland
9 Persiflage

.10 Poem
11 Armed conflict
16 Exterior
18Pinch

20 At present
22Vessels
23 Helmsman
25Excavate
27ctimblng

29 Leases
31 Triumph
plant
33lnlet
34 Negative pre- 28 Domesticates
fix
30Seed
35 Decay
32 Short sleep
37 Four qts.
36 Beverage
39 Part of "to
38 South Ameribe"
can alllmal
41 ()para hat
40Vessel
42 Tiny
44Levef
46 Hall
48 Devoured
50 Woe Word

51 Maul
53 Trun'l)eter
bird
55 0ccur
58 Tokay and
Muscat
61 Be in debt
62Wigwam
64 Time period
65Thl'ough
66 Nailheads
67 Condensed
moistlire

DOWN
1 Pallet
2 Rubber tree

3 Collect

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

43 Greek letter

56 Reverence

45 Wing-footed 57 Seine
59 Before
47 Soft food
49 Urged on
60 carpenter's
52 Dampens
tool
54 War god
63 Plutonium
symbol
55 Jump

-
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1

